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Purchase Guide

Billing Overview
Last updated�2023-05-15 11:12:36

Billing Modes

Billing 

Modes
Payment Mode Use Case and Description

Monthly 

Subscription

Prepaid Billing. You pay when you create an 

instance.

It is more cost-effective in the long term for 

as-you-go billing.

Pay-as-

You-Go 

Instances

Postpaid Billing. A bill is generated every hour, and 

fees are deducted from your Tencent Cloud 

account based on the bill.

It is suitable for instantaneously fluctuating 

can be released immediately after the use t

Only pay-as-you-go data sync tasks can be

billing mode.

Billable Items and Rules

Note

You will be charged for using MySQL/TDSQL-C MySQL/MariaDB/Percona links in data migration and data sync 

tasks through DTS from June 15, 2023. The existing data migration and data sync tasks created before the official 

billing will be charged. For more information, see Existing DTS Task Billing Rules.

Billing for all supported links in data subscription started on 2020.

Feature 

Instance
Billable Item Billing Mode Description

Data 

Migration

Link 

configuration 

fees

Pay-as-you-

go

Full migration is free of charge. Fees are incurred only during n

data consistency check). When the task ends or is paused, bil

If you select Structural migration or Full migration for Migr

If you select Full + incremental migration for Migration Ty

and data import, full migration is performed free of charge. D

incremental migration is performed and billing starts. When yo

billing stops.

Public network 

traffic fees

Pay-as-you-

go
Currently, the public network traffic is free of charge.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/555/42701
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/555/30328
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Data Sync

Link 

configuration 

fees

Monthly 

subscription 

and pay-as-

you-go

A monthly subscribed task is billed upon purchase.

A pay-as-you-go task is free of charge during configuration an

running. Fees will incur only when it runs normally, and billing w

Public network 

traffic fees

Pay-as-you-

go
Currently, the public network traffic is free of charge.

Data 

Subscription

Link 

configuration 

fees

Monthly 

subscription
Billing will start after the configuration is completed and the ins

Data storage 

fees
Free Currently, data storage is free of charge.

In pay-as-you-go billing mode, the fees for one hour's usage will be frozen during task creation and will be unfrozen 

when you terminate the instance or the instance is isolated and terminated due to overdue payments. This is the case 

even in scenarios where no fees are incurred, for example, incremental migration is not selected in a migration task, or 

a pay-as-you-go sync task is purchased but not started.  We recommend that you terminate completed or 

unwanted tasks promptly to unfreeze fees in time.

Billable DTS Links

Only the following commercial links for data migration and sync are billed, and you will be notified if billing starts for 

other free links. All supported links for data subscription are billed.

Data Migration Data Sync

MySQL/MariaDB/Percona > MySQL

MySQL/MariaDB/Percona > MariaDB

MySQL/MariaDB/Percona > TDSQL-C MySQL

MySQL/MariaDB/Percona/TDSQL-C for MySQL

 > MySQL

MySQL/MariaDB/Percona/TDSQL-C for MySQL > Maria

MySQL/MariaDB/TDSQL-C for MySQL > TDSQL-C for M

MySQL/MariaDB/Percona/TDSQL-C for MySQL > Kafka

Data Migration Billing Details

Link configuration fees (pay-as-you-go)

Note

For DTS link configuration billing, three key factors are specifications, cross-region selection, and target region. Prices 

vary depending on the combo. For more information, see the purchase page in the [DTS console]
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(https://buy.cloud.tencent. com/migration!85f6590a97448e3282d761536d270586).

Specifications are increased from small to medium to large, xlarge, and 2xlarge. Higher specifications incur higher 

fees and deliver better transmission performance.

The cost of links across regions is higher than that of links in the same region. For example, "Beijing-to-Beijing" means 

the same region, "Beijing-to-Shanghai" means cross-region, "Beijing-to-Beijing Finance" means cross-region, and 

each finance region is counted as an independent region.

The billing will differ depending on whether the target region is Chinese Mainland, the finance region in Chinese 

Mainland, Hong Kong (China), or other countries and regions. See the table below for details. In a cross-region link, 

the billing outcome is always the same for the same target region regardless of the region choice made on the source 

side.

RPS indicates the number of incremental data rows migrated to the target table per second by DTS RPS is subject to 

various factors such as operational load of the source database, network bandwidth, and network latency. Therefore, 

the following figure data is for reference only.

Specifications

Target Region - Chinese 

Mainland (USD/Hour)

Target Region - Finance Regions in 

Chinese Mainland (USD/Hour)

Target Region -

(China) and Oth

Countries/Regio

Same region
Across 

region
Same region Across region Same region

small 0.14571429 0.20428571 0.27714286 0.38857143 0.21857143

medium 0.25714286 0.36 0.48857143 0.68428571 0.38571429

large 0.43 0.60142857 0.81714286 1.14428571 0.64571429

xlarge 0.77428571 1.08428571 1.47142857 2.06 1.16142857

2xlarge 1.37428571 1.92428571 2.61142857 3.65571429 2.06142857

Data Sync Billing Details

Note

For DTS link configuration billing, three key factors are specifications, cross-region selection, and target region. Prices 

vary depending on the combo. For more information, see the purchase page in the DTS console.

Specifications are increased from micro to small to medium and large. Higher specifications incur higher fees and 

deliver better transmission performance.

The cost of links across regions is higher than that of links in the same region. For example, "Beijing-to-Beijing" means 

the same region, "Beijing-to-Shanghai" means cross-region, "Beijing-to-Beijing Finance" means cross-region, and 

each finance region is counted as an independent region.

https://buy.tencentcloud.com/migration
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The billing will differ depending on whether the target region is Chinese Mainland, the finance region in Chinese 

Mainland, Hong Kong (China), or other countries and regions. See the table below for details. In a cross-region link, 

the billing outcome is always the same for the same target region regardless of the region choice made on the source 

side.

RPS indicates the number of incremental data rows synced to the target table per second by DTS. RPS is subject to 

various factors such as operational load of the source database, network bandwidth, and network latency. Therefore, 

the following figure data is for reference only.

Link configuration fees (monthly subscription)

Specifications

Target Region - Chinese 

Mainland (USD/Month)

Target Region - Finance Regions in 

Chinese Mainland (USD/Month)

Target Region - H

and Other Countri

(USD/Month)

Same region
Across 

region
Same region Across region Same region

micro 56.85714286 79.6 108.0285714 151.24 85.28571429

small 120.2857143 168.4 228.5428571 319.96 180.4285714

medium 168.571428 236 320.2857143 448.4 252.8571429

large 250 350 475 665 375

Link configuration fees (pay-as-you-go)

Specifications

Target Region - Chinese 

Mainland (USD/Hour)

Target Region - Finance Regions in 

Chinese Mainland (USD/Hour)

Target Region - Ho

and Other Countrie

(USD/Hour)

Same region
Across 

region
Same region Across region Same region

micro 0.12 0.16857143 0.22857143 0.32 0.18

small 0.25428571 0.35571429 0.48285714 0.67571429 0.38142857

medium 0.35428571 0.49571429 0.67285714 0.94142857 0.53142857

large 0.53 0.74142857 1.00714286 1.41 0.79571429

Data Subscription Billing Details
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Source database region
Link Configuration Fees - Monthly Subscription 

(USD/Month)

Link Configur

(USD/Hour)

Chinese mainland 102.8571429 0.35714286

Chinese mainland finance zones 125.7142857 0.43714286

Hong Kong (China) and other 

countries/regions
125.7142857 0.43714286

Existing DTS Task Billing Rules

1. The billing rules for existing data migration tasks are as follows:

After billing started officially, the specifications of existing tasks were switched to xlarge by default, which can be 

modified for NewDTS but not OldDTS.

The pay-as-you-go billing mode was adopted.

As incremental migration tasks are billed, we recommend that you cut over promptly after migration is completed to 

avoid incurring unnecessary fees.

2. The billing rules for existing data sync tasks are as follows:

After billing started officially, the specifications of existing tasks were switched to medium by default and can be 

modified.

The monthly subscription billing mode was adopted, and the uniform expiration date was set to June 15, 2023.

After billing started officially, sync tasks entered the overdue payment status first (and could still be used normally for 

24 hours). You needed to renew them in the console; otherwise, they would be suspended after 24 hours and deleted 

automatically seven days after suspension.

Note

After billing started and the specifications were switched to the default value, the RPS limits took effect gradually.
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Pay-as-you-go billing: the data subscription service will return resources directly, and no refund can be

requested.

You can perform self-service return in the data subscription list in the DTS Console.

Refund
Last updated�2021-08-03 15:09:43

https://console.tencentcloud.com/dts/dss

